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Summer 2008 interns on the way
May 21st, 2008

Nearly 50 Summer 2008 interns descend on NPR's offices in Washington DC, New York City and Culver City California starting June 2. Overseeing Intern Edition this summer will be Executive Producer April Fehling, a graduate student at the University of Maryland. Intern Edition's Managing Editor this summer is Jessie Gasch, who just graduated from Truman State University.

Next Gen in North Carolina
May 21st, 2008

Six students from around North Carolina developed stories for the next gen project at NPR station WUNC in Chapel Hill in May. One student blogged and built web content. The others did their own radio pieces.

Media Shift – Shifting Media
May 12th, 2008

Next Gen Project Manager Doug Mitchell and Technical Advisor Tom Krymkowski recently talked with PBS.org blogger Mark Glaser. They discussed the need for speed versus methodical learning of tools and style.

“Comic” radio comes to Intern Edition
February 22nd, 2008

Intern Edition

Choose a show:

- Spring 2008
- Fall 2007
- Summer 2007
- Spring 2007
- Fall 2006
- Summer 2006
- Spring 2006
- Fall 2005
- Summer 2005
- Spring 2005
- Fall 2004
- Summer 2004
- Spring 2004
- Fall 2003
- Summer 2003
- Summer 2002
- Summer 2001
- Summer 2000
- Summer 1999
Welcome to NPR's Intern Edition Summer 2005!

A Message from Executive Producer Emily Schmill

Forty-nine voices converge this summer at a focal point for government and politics - Washington D.C. - to bolster the good work at National Public Radio. Correspondents are posted on the West coast and in Chicago. We are here because we can appreciate the role of public radio in tumultuous times. We can expose injustice and remain fair. We can be compelling without being offensive. We are able to entertain the ideas of all sides without submitting to any.

Over the course of the summer I invite listeners to check back often. You can learn about the interns by listening to their aural biographies, and peruse our treasured story and idea index at Summer in the City.

Our show premieres August 10.

Until then,
Emily Schmill
Executive Producer

In Their Own Words

Ever wonder what NPR interns sound like when they're not just reporting? Find out by listening to their stories below!

- Jill Mersiowsky
- Malika Bilal

What Are You Listening To?

- Lily Perry
  - Bruce Springsteen - "Walk Like a Man" (Tunnel of Love)
- Lily Perry
  - Carlos Vives - "La Gota Fría" (Clasico de la Provincia)
Chelsea Fuller shared Sunn m’Cheaux’s photo.

Wednesday, April 29 at 8:28am (4 mins) •  ◄

Finally!

Sunn m’Cheaux
Be Present
(In-person and online)

Contrast
(What are others doing?)

Implementation?
(What is required?)
(What is needed?
(Define Success)
“One person can’t do everything, but everyone can do something.”
Gil-Scot Heron